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New Nighttime Entertainment at Tokyo Disneyland

“Frozen Forever”
URAYASU, CHIBA— Tokyo Disney Resort® announced that “Frozen Forever” will
be presented at Tokyo Disneyland® Park for limited period from January 13 to March 17,
2017. “Frozen Forever,” a new nighttime entertainment offering using projection
mapping technology* will be presented as part of the Tokyo Disneyland special event,
“Anna and Elsa’s Frozen Fantasy.”
“Frozen Forever” will consist entirely of scenes from
the Disney film Frozen. These scenes, projected onto
the exterior of Cinderella Castle, bring to life a world of
Frozen that Guests can only experience at the Park. The
show highlights the themes of the film through scenes
showing Anna and Elsa’s childhood, their adventures
and the importance of family ties. Guests will also be
able to enjoy the film’s memorable songs, including
“Let It Go,” “For the First Time in Forever” and “Love
is an Open Door.” The show’s finale features dramatic
pyrotechnics over Cinderella Castle. This awe-inspiring
world of Frozen awaits Guests this winter for a limited
period at Tokyo Disneyland.
Show Facts
Duration:
Performance:
Venue:
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About 15 minutes
1-2 Daily
Cinderella Castle (Castle Forecourt)

Notes:
- Reserved tickets (available by lottery) are required to view this show from the seats in the Central
Viewing Area. For more details, please see the Tokyo Disney Resort Official Website.
-“Once Upon a Time,” currently presented at Tokyo Disneyland, will not be presented during the period
when “Frozen Forever” is presented.
*Projection mapping produces a three-dimensional effect by projecting images in a way that fits the
contours of buildings and other structures.

For inquiries from the general public, please give the following contact number:
Tokyo Disney Resort Information Center 0570-00-8632 (9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.)
Note: From overseas, and from some mobile phones and IP phones, please call 045-330-5211.

For press inquiries, please contact:
Publicity Department, Oriental Land Co., Ltd. 047-305-5111
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